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DIVISION ALGEBRAS THAT RAMIFY ONLY ON A PLANE
QUARTIC CURVE
BORIS E`. KUNYAVSKI˘I, LOUIS H. ROWEN, SERGEY V. TIKHONOV, AND
VYACHESLAV I. YANCHEVSKI˘I
Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. We prove
that any division algebra over k(x, y) whose ramification locus lies on a quartic
curve is cyclic.
1. Main result
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, L = k(x, y) its purely
transcendental extension of degree 2. We are interested in division L-algebras with
ramification only at a quartic curve. Our main result (Theorem 1.2), which grew
out from our earlier paper [11], shows that any such algebra is a symbol algebra
whose index equals the exponent. This is a generalization of earlier results of Ford,
Van den Bergh and Jacob on cyclicity of k(x, y)-algebras ramified either along a
cubic curve, or a hyperelliptic curve, or a special quartic curve (see [5], [6], [7], [9],
[16]). In contrast to the above cited papers (and to the paper of de Jong [10] who
proved the equality of index and the exponent for any central simple algebra defined
over an extension of k of transcendence degree 2, regardless of its ramification
locus), our methods are quite elementary and describe the cyclic algebra explicitly
in terms of the ramification. This might be a justification for publishing this result,
in spite of the fact that the long-standing problem of cyclicity of k(x, y)-algebras
seems to be close to a general solution by M. Ojanguren and R. Parimala (private
communication of Parimala to one of the authors). Roughly, our approach consists
in regarding L as the function field l(P1l ) of the projective line over l = k(x) (rather
than the function field k(P2k) of the projective plane over k). As observed by the
anonymous referee of [11], this allows one to apply the full strength of the Faddeev
theory of algebras over a projective line (and, in particular, to employ classification
results of [11] for algebras with small ramification locus).
We fix an integer n > 1. Let Br(F ) denote the Brauer group of a field F and
nBr(F ) its n-torsion subgroup. Assume F contains a primitive nth root of unity ρ
whose notation is fixed. For any finite dimensional F -central simple algebra A, we
use [A] to denote its class in Br(F ). The exponent exp(A) of A is the order of [A]
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in Br(F ), and the index ind(A) of A is the degree of the central division algebra
D such that A ∼= Mr(D). If a, b ∈ F ∗, we denote by (a, b)n the cyclic algebra
generated over F by α, β such that αn = a, βn = b, αβ = ρβα. (We often drop the
subscript n if this does not lead to any confusion.)
Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and residue field l. We
assume that both l and K are of characteristic zero. Then it is classical [2] that
there is an exact sequence
0→ Br(R)→ Br(K) ram−→ H1(l,Q/Z)→ 0.
The ramification map, denoted by ram, is described in [2] (see also [14, Ch.10]).
Let now k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let L = k(P2k)
be the function field of the projective plane over k.
Let C ⊂ P2k be an irreducible curve. The local ring OC is a discrete valuation
ring, and we denote by vC : L
∗ → Z the corresponding discrete valuation.
We view P2k = Proj(k[x, y, z]) as Spec(k[x, y])∪{L∞} where L∞ is the infinite line
corresponding to z = 0. (Abusing notation, we write k[x, y] for what really should
be k[(x/z), (y/z)].) Except for L∞, each C corresponds to an irreducible polynomial
in either k(x)[y] or k(y)[x], and the valuation vC comes from the localization at that
polynomial. At L∞, we must use the 1/x-adic valuation on k(x/y)[x] to compute
vL∞ .
Then there is the map corresponding to OC
ramC : Br(L)→ H1(k(C),Q/Z),
where k(C) is the function field of C.
Note that nH
1(k(C),Q/Z) ∼= k(C)∗/k(C)∗n. By the “tame symbol” formula
(see, for example, [3, 1.3 and 2.3]), the ramification of [(a, b)n] is defined by the nth
root of the residue of
(−1)vC(a)vC(b)avC(b)/bvC(a).
According to [1], there is a monomorphism Br(L)→ ⊕H1(k(C),Q/Z), where C
runs over all irreducible curves in P2k; this map will also be denoted by ram. For
[A] ∈ Br(L) we write
R =
⋃
C
{C ⊂ P2k | ramC([A]) 6= 0}
and call R the ramification divisor of A.
Let l be a field of characteristic zero. According to [4], [15, Ch. II, App., §5],
there is an exact sequence
(1.1) 0→ nBr(l)→ nBr(l(P1l )) ⊕∂M−→
⊕
M∈P1
l
H1(l(M),Z/n)
⊕corM−→ H1(l,Z/n)→ 0.
Here M runs over the closed points of P1l , and ⊕corM is the sum of corestric-
tion homomorphisms corM : H
1(l(M),Z/n) −→ H1(l,Z/n). Moreover, using the
isomorphism H1(l(M),Z/n) ∼= l(M)∗/(l(M)∗)n one can compute corM by the for-
mula
corM (a(l(M)
∗)n) = Nl(M)/l(a)(l
∗)n.
Sequence (1.1) is sometimes referred to as the Faddeev reciprocity law; indeed, it
says that the sum of corestrictions of the residues of a given algebra is zero.
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Two l(t)-algebras A and B are said to be Faddeev equivalent (our notation for
that is A∼FB) if there exists an l-algebra C such that A is Brauer equivalent to
B ⊗ (C ⊗l l(t)). By the reciprocity law, two algebras having the same residues in
all but one closed rational point of ramification must have the same residue in that
point as well and are thus Faddeev equivalent. In particular, two algebras having
the same residues in all finite points are Faddeev equivalent.
Remark 1.1. In case Br(l) is trivial, Faddeev equivalent algebras are Brauer equiv-
alent. This is the case when l = k(x) for k algebraically closed, by Tsen’s theorem.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between closed points of P1l and discrete
valuations of l(P1l ) = l(t) trivial on l. Recall the structure of discrete valuations
of l(t) trivial on l. Any such valuation is of the following form. If it corresponds
to a finite closed point M of P1l , then there exists an irreducible monic polynomial
f(t) ∈ l[t] such that the valuation vf with f(t) as a uniformizer coincides with the
valuation corresponding to M . The valuation corresponding to the infinite point is
v∞ with t
−1 as a uniformizer.
Let f(t), g(t) ∈ l[t], f irreducible and not dividing g. Then the ramification
of (g(t), f(t))n at f is l(θ)(
n
√
g(θ))/l(θ) (here and throughout below we identify
elements of l(θ)∗/l(θ)∗n with degree n cyclic extensions of l(θ)).
Let F (x, y) ∈ k[x, y] be an irreducible polynomial, F (x, y) =∑ni=0 gi(x)yi, where
gi(x) ∈ k[x], gn(x) 6= 0. Let C be the curve defined by the equation F (x, y) =
0. Assume that n > 0. As mentioned above, the field k(P2k) = k(x, y) can be
interpreted as the function field k(x)(P1k(x)) = k(x)(y) of the line over the field
k(x).
Let f(y) = F (x, y)/gn(x) ∈ k(x)[y]. Then f(y) is a monic irreducible polynomial
over k(x), and the valuation of k(x, y) corresponding to the curve C coincides with
the valuation of k(x)(y) corresponding to the closed point defined by the polynomial
f(y).
Thus, a central simple algebra A/k(P2k) ramifies at the valuation corresponding
to the curve C if and only if A/k(x)(P1k(x)) ramifies at a closed point defined by
the polynomial f(y).
Note that if n = 0 (i.e. F (x, y) = x + c, where c ∈ k), then the valuation
corresponding to the curve C is not trivial on k(x). Hence in this case there is
no valuation of k(x)(y) corresponding to the valuation of k(x, y) defined by C.
Moreover, an algebra A, viewed as an algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)) = k(x)(y), may
ramify at the infinite point even if A, viewed as an algebra over k(P2k), does not
ramify at the infinite line L∞ given by z = 0. For example, consider the quaternion
algebra B = (xy, x2 + 1) [11]. It does not ramify at the infinite line because the
valuation vL∞ (corresponding to the infinite line) of both xy and x
2 + 1 equals
−2. Indeed, vL∞ coincides with the valuation v∞ of k(x/y)(x) corresponding to
the infinite point. Hence we have
vL∞(xy) = v∞(xy) = v∞(x
2y/x) = −2
since y/x is “constant”. Similarly, vL∞(x
2 + 1) = v∞(x
2 + 1) = −2.
On the other hand, as an algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)), B ramifies at the infinite
point because x2 + 1 /∈ k(x)2.
We are now ready to formulate our main result.
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Theorem 1.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and D
a division algebra over L = k(x, y) = k(P2k) with ramification only along a quartic
curve C ⊂ P2k. Then D is a cyclic algebra, and exp(D) = ind(D).
The general strategy of the proof is as follows. As mentioned above, we view
L as the function field l(P1l ), where l = k(x). Then we can use the following key
result describing central simple k(x)-algebras with small ramification locus up to
Faddeev equivalence:
Proposition 1.3. Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero, containing the
nth roots of unity, F = K(t), A a central simple F -algebra of exponent n. Suppose
that A has ramification either
(i) at most at three linear points, or
(ii) at a point corresponding to a quadratic irreducible polynomial, and perhaps
at infinity, or
(iii) at a point corresponding to a cubic irreducible polynomial.
Then A is Faddeev equivalent to a cyclic F -algebra of degree n.
Remark 1.4. Cases (i) and (ii) are none other than Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 of
[11] (stated in a slightly different form); for the sake of completeness and reader’s
convenience we reproduce the proofs in Section 2 below. We did not manage to
treat case (iii) in [11] and fill this gap here (for the case n = 2 this was done in
[12]).
We then continue the proof considering, case by case, all possible configurations
of irreducible components of the ramification divisor C:
(i) C is a union of four lines;
(ii) C is a union of two lines and an irreducible conic;
(iii) C is a union of two irreducible conics;
(iv) C is a union of a line and an irreducible cubic curve;
(v) C is irreducible.
In each case we show that by a projective transformation of the plane one can
bring a given algebra D to the required form:
Proposition 1.5. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, A
an algebra over k(P2) = k(x, y) with ramification at a plane quartic C. Then, after
a projective transformation of P2, A viewed as an algebra over L = l(y), where
l = k(x), satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 from Propositions 1.3 and 1.5. D is Faddeev equivalent and
thus, by Remark 1.1, Brauer equivalent to a cyclic algebra C of degree n. Hence
ind(C)|n. But n = exp(C)|ind(C), implying ind(C) = n = deg(C). Hence C is a
division algebra, so D ≈ C and ind(D) = exp(D). 
2. Proof of Proposition 1.3
Recall that if two algebras have the same ramification at all finite points, then
they have the same ramification at infinity, by Faddeev’s reciprocity law, and thus
are Faddeev equivalent.
(i) Using the automorphism group of P1K , we may assume that the points of
ramification of A are t, t − 1, and ∞ with ramification K( n√b1)/K, K( n
√
b2)/K,
and K( n
√
b3)/K respectively.
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The cyclic algebra B = (b2t,−b−11 (t − 1)) has prescribed ramification at t and
t− 1. Hence A∼FB.
(ii) Let the ramification of A at a quadratic polynomial f be given by a cyclic
extension K(θ)( n
√
u+ vθ)/K(θ), where θ is a root of f , u, v ∈ K.
First suppose v = 0. Consider the algebra B = (u, f)n. It is ramified at f and
perhaps at infinity. Its ramification at f coincides with the ramification of A at f .
Hence A∼FB.
Now suppose v 6= 0. Denote by cuv the value of f(t) at −u/v. We prove
that A is Faddeev equivalent to B = (u + vt, f(t)/cuv). Indeed, B could only
ramify at f , t+ u/v, and infinity, but we see that B is unramified at t+ u/v since
f(−u/v)/cuv = 1. It has the same ramification at f as A and thus A∼FB.
(iii) Assume A has ramification K( n√a)/K at f , where a ∈ K(θ), θ is a root of
f . Then a = a0 + a1θ + a2θ
2. We shall consider separately three cases.
1. a1 = a2 = 0. Then the algebra (f(t), a0) has at f the same ramification as
A, so is Faddeev equivalent to A.
2. a2 = 0, a1 6= 0. Consider the algebra
B = (f(t)/f(−a0/a1), a0 + a1t).
The algebra B has at f the same ramification as A. Moreover, as in (ii), B has no
ramification at a0 + a1t. Hence A∼FB.
3. a2 6= 0. First, let us show that there exists c ∈ K such that a = (b0+b1θ)/(c+
θ) for some b0, b1 ∈ K.
Let f(t) = t3−m2t2−m1t−m0. We have a(c+θ) = a2θ3+(a2c+a1)θ2+ terms
of lower degree in θ. But θ3 = m2θ
2 +m1θ +m0, so setting c = −(m2 + a1/a2)
yields the θ2-term = a2m2θ
2 + a2cθ + a1θ
2 = 0, whence a(c + θ) = b0 + b1θ and
a = (b0 + b1θ)/(c+ θ).
Consider two subcases:
a) Let b1 6= 0. Consider the algebra
C1 = ((c+ t)2n−3f(t))/((c− b0/b1)2n−3f(−b0/b1)), (b0 + b1t)(c+ t)n−1).
Then the algebra C1 has at f the same ramification as A since
(b0+b1θ)(c+θ)
n−1 ≡ (b0+b1θ)(c+θ)−1(c+θ)n ≡ a(c+θ)n ≡ a (mod (K(θ)∗)n).
Furthermore, since both sides of the symbol algebra C1 are polynomials of degree
divisible by n, using the tame symbol formula we conclude that C1 has no ramifi-
cation at infinity. Moreover, C1 has no ramification at t+ b0/b1. By the reciprocity
law, C1 has no ramification at c+ t. Thus A∼FC1.
b) If b1 = 0, then A∼F (f(t)/f(−c), b0(c+ t)n−1). 
Remark 2.1. In each case in the proof of Proposition 1.3, we have provided an
explicit cyclic algebra Faddeev equivalent to A.
3. Proof of Proposition 1.5
(i) Suppose C is the union of 4 lines. Using the automorphism group of P2k, we
may throughout assume that A ramifies at the infinite line and three finite lines.
Moreover, we may and shall assume that one finite line is defined by the equation
x = 0. Let two other finite lines be defined by the equations
aix+ biy + ci = 0, i = 1, 2.
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Hence the algebra A viewed as an algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)), ramifies at most at
two linear polynomials and perhaps at the infinite point and thus satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 1.3(i).
(ii) Suppose C is the union of two lines and an irreducible conic. Using the
automorphism group of P2k as in (i), we may assume that A ramifies at the infinite
line, one finite line, and an irreducible conic. Moreover, we may and shall assume
that the finite line is defined by the equation x = 0. Let the conic be defined by
the equation F (x, y) = 0, where degF (x, y) = 2. Hence the algebra A viewed as an
algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)), ramifies at most at a quadratic polynomial and perhaps
at the infinite point and thus satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.3(ii).
(iii) Again, we may assume that A ramifies at the infinite line and an irreducible
cubic defined by the equation
(3.1) a0y
3 + a1y
2x+ a2yx
2 + a3x
3 + g(x, y) = 0,
where ai ∈ k and deg g(x, y) ≤ 2.
Let a ∈ k be such that a0 + a1a+ a2a2 + a3a3 = 0. Then after the substitution
x = x′+ay we may assume that the cubic defined by equation (3.1) satisfies a0 = 0.
Hence the algebra A viewed as an algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)), ramifies at most at
a quadratic polynomial in y and perhaps at the infinite point, and we are done.
(iv) Suppose C is the union of two irreducible conics defined by the homogeneous
equations
(3.2) a0y
2 + a1yx+ a2x
2 + a3z
2 + a4xz + a5yz = 0,
(3.3) b0y
2 + b1yx+ b2x
2 + b3z
2 + b4xz + b5yz = 0,
where ai, bi ∈ k. Since any two curves in the projective plane intersect, there exists
a nontrivial solution (u11, u12, u13) of the following system of equations{
a0u
2
22 + a1u12u22 + a2u
2
12 + a3u
2
32 + a4u12u32 + a5u22u32 = 0,
b0u
2
22 + b1u12u22 + b2u
2
12 + b3u
2
32 + b4u12u32 + b5u22u32 = 0.
Hence there exist uij ∈ k, i = 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3, such that the matrixM = (uij)i,j=1,2,3
is invertible. Applying the automorphism of P2k defined by M
−1, we obtain that
the conics are defined by equations (3.2) and (3.3) with a0 = b0 = 0.
Hence the algebra A, viewed as an algebra over k(x)(P1k(x)), ramifies at most at
two linear polynomials and perhaps at the infinite point and, as in (ii), satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 1.3(ii).
(v) Suppose C is an irreducible quartic.
We need some more notation. Let X be a projective irreducible curve (not
necessarily smooth), P a point on X , R = OX,P the local ring of X at P . For f ∈ R
one can define the order function ordP (f) as dimk R/fR (see [8, 1.2]), continue this
function to k(X)∗, and show that ordP : k(X)
∗ → Z is a homomorphism of abelian
groups (see [8, A.3]).
Lemma 3.1. Let C ⊂ P2k be a projective curve. Suppose that an affine part C′ =
C ∩A2k of C is given by an irreducible polynomial F (x, y) such that degyF > 0 and
F is monic as a polynomial in y. Let f ∈ k(C)∗ be such that n|ordP (f) for any
P ∈ C′. Then Nk(C)/k(x)(f) ∈ (k(x)∗)n.
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Proof. Consider the projection ψ : C′ → A1k(x) corresponding to the homomorphism
k[x] → k[x, y] → k[C′] = k[x, y]/(F ). By hypothesis, F is monic as a polynomial
in y, hence the image of y in k[C′] is integral over k[x]. Therefore the ring k[C′] is
integral over k[x] and thus ψ is a finite morphism. Hence ψ is proper and surjective,
and by [8, Prop. 1.4(b)] we have
(3.4) ψ∗(div(f)) = div(Nk(C)/k(x)(f)).
By hypothesis, all coefficients of div(f) at finite points P are divisible by n. We
conclude that the coefficients of the divisor in the right-hand side of (3.4) at all
finite points are also divisible by n. This means that the values of the corresponding
valuations are divisible by n, and since k is algebraically closed, Nk(C)/k(x)(f) is an
n-th power. 
We need another auxiliary result.
Lemma 3.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, l = k(x),
L = k(P2k) = k(x, y), and A an algebra over L with ramification at only one irre-
ducible curve C ⊂ P2 satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Then A as an algebra
over l(P1l ) = k(x)(y) has no ramification at the infinite point.
Proof. Maintain the notation of Lemma 3.1. Denote n = exp(A). Suppose that
the ramification of A at C is defined by f ∈ k(C). Note that k(C) is the residue
field corresponding to the valuation of k(x, y) defined by C. According to [1] (see
also [13, p.196] for more general setting), there is an exact sequence
(3.5) 0→ Br(L) ⊕ramY−→
⊕
Y⊂A
2(1)
k
H1(k(Y ),Q/Z)
φ−→
⊕
Q∈A
2(2)
k
Q/Z −→ 0,
where Y and Q range over all irreducible subvarieties of A2k of codimension 1 and 2,
respectively. The map φ is defined as follows. Let Q ∈ A2(2)k , Y ∈ A2(1)k . Suppose
α ∈ H1(k(Y ),Q/Z) is of order n and defined by a ∈ k(Y ). Assume Q ∈ Y . Set
r = ordQ(a) and define the ramification of α at Q by ramQ(α) = r/n.
If Q is not a subset of Y , we set ramQ(α) = 0. The map φ is the sum of all maps
ramQ.
Using sequence (3.5), we obtain ramP (ramC([A])) = 0 for any P ∈ C′. Hence
n|ordP (f) for any P ∈ C′. By Lemma 3.1, we have Nk(C)/k(x)(f) ∈ (k(x)∗)n.
Hence from the exact sequence (1.1) we obtain corp(f) = 0, where p is the closed
point of P1k(x) corresponding to the valuation of k(x, y) defined by C. Thus A as
an algebra over l(P1l ) = k(x)(y) has no ramification at the infinite point. 
We can now prove the assertion of case (v) of Proposition 1.5.
Without loss of generality we may assume that degyF > 0 for otherwise A is
unramified over k(x)(P1k(x)). Moreover, we may assume degyF > 2 for otherwise we
are reduced to Proposition 1.3((i) or (ii)). Furthermore, by an argument analogous
to that in case (iii), we may and shall assume that the coefficient at y4 is zero. Let
us show that one can transform C so that it satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1.
Write an affine equation for C′ in the form
y3(a1x+ a0) + y
2g2(x) + yg3(x) + g4(x) = 0,
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where gi(x) ∈ k[x] denotes a polynomial of degree i (2 ≤ i ≤ 4). If a1 = 0, on
dividing by a0 we arrive at the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. So suppose a1 6= 0 and
consider the homogeneous equation of C:
y3(a1x+ a0z) + y
2G2(x, z) + yG3(x, z) +G4(x, z) = 0,
where Gi(x, z) stands for the homogenization of gi(x). The projective transforma-
tion of the plane x′ = a1x+ a0z, y = y, z = z brings C to the form
y3x′ + y2H2(x
′, z) + yH3(x
′, z) +H4(x
′, z) = 0,
where Hi is homogeneous of degree i. Going over to another affine chart on divid-
ing by x′
4
, we obtain an equation for another affine part of C which satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.1.
We can now apply Lemma 3.2 to conclude that the algebra A viewed as an alge-
bra over k(x)(P1k(x)), ramifies only at a cubic irreducible polynomial, the hypothesis
of Proposition 1.3(iii).
Proposition 1.5 is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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